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Electron temperature gradient driven turbulence *
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Collisionless electron-temperature-gradient-driven~ETG! turbulence in toroidal geometry is studied
via nonlinear numerical simulations. To this aim, two massively parallel, fully gyrokinetic Vlasov
codes are used, both including electromagnetic effects. Somewhat surprisingly, and unlike in the
analogous case of ion-temperature-gradient-driven~ITG! turbulence, we find that the turbulent
electron heat flux is significantly underpredicted by simple mixing length estimates in a certain
parameter regime (ŝ;1, low a!. This observation is directly linked to the presence of radially
highly elongated vortices~‘‘streamers’’! which lead to very effective cross-field transport. The
simulations therefore indicate that ETG turbulence is likely to be relevant to magnetic confinement
fusion experiments. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!95905-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

As is well known, the cross-field particle and heat tran
port in magnetically confined fusion plasmas generally
ceeds neoclassical predictions by up to two orders of ma
tude. There is strong experimental evidence that th
anomalous confinement properties can be attributed to v
ous kinds of small-scale turbulence driven by density or te
perature gradients. Currently it is widely thought that tw
types of instabilities are sufficient to explain the anomalo
transport in the core region of tokamak plasmas, i.e., i
temperature-gradient-driven~ITG! modes and trapped
electron modes. Recent experiments seem to indicate, h
ever, that this basic picture is incomplete. Among them
observations by Stallardet al.1 in DIII-D tokamak plasmas
with an internal transport barrier~ITB!. They find that within
the ITB, ion thermal transport can be reduced to the neoc
sical level. Furthermore the region of reduced ion heat tra
port is well characterized by the conditiongE.gmax

ITG where

gE is the measuredEÃB flow shearing rate, andgmax
ITG is the

calculated maximum linear growth rate for ITG modes in t
absence of flow shear. At the same time, the electron the
transport hardly changes~except for discharges with larg
negative magnetic shear!, and the observed electron temper
ture gradient within the ITB is close to the critical valu
provided by the linear theory of electron-temperatu
gradient-driven~ETG! modes. Similar observations were r
ported from the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR!.2

These findings support the hypothesis2,3 that within an ITB,
ITG turbulence is suppressed byEÃB shear flow, whereas
ETG turbulence controls the electron thermal transport. D
to their smaller spatial scales and larger linear growth ra
ETG modes are not strongly affected by the shear flow
therefore set a lower limit on the electron heat diffusivityxe .

*Paper FI16 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.44, 91 ~1999!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Institute for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College Pa
Maryland 20742.
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However, there are other potential stabilization mechanis
such as negative magnetic shear or electromagnetic ef
which can stabilize the ETG modes and lead to an elec
ITB. Results like these call for nonlinear numerical simu
tions of ETG turbulence in order to quantify its experimen
relevance, and to test the above ideas.

In Sec. II, we give a brief review of earlier ETG studie
including quasilinear estimates of the electron heat trans
caused by electromagnetic ETG modes as well as nonlin
two-dimensional fluid simulations of ETG turbulence. Bo
lines of work indicate that the turbulent electron heat tra
port might be significantly underpredicted by simple mixin
length estimates. In Sec. III we give a brief description of t
model equations and the numerical techniques used to s
them. Moreover, nonlinear simulation results are presen
which highlight the importance of radially highly elongate
vortices~‘‘streamers’’! in a certain parameter regime (ŝ;1,
low a!. In Sec. IV, we discuss these results with respec
the linear behavior and nonlinear generation of poloi
shear flows~‘‘zonal flows’’ ! as well as the breakup o
streamers due to Kelvin–Helmholtz physics. In Sec. V,
summarize and comment upon open questions left for fu
work.

II. BRIEF REVIEW

ETG modes are collisionless microinstabilities driven
electron temperature gradients and basically electrostati
nature. Their linear dynamics have been studied by vari
authors4–8 and ~in the electrostatic and adiabatic limit! bear
strong resemblance to those of ITG modes, with the role
electrons and ions reversed. At typical perpendicular wa
lengths re&l'!r i and frequenciesv;v te /Ln , toroidal
ETG modes are linearly unstable whenR/LTe

exceeds a criti-
cal value.8 Here,re andr i are, respectively, the electron an
ion gyroradii,v te is the electron thermal speed,Ln andLTe

are, respectively, the background density and electron t
perature scale lengths, andR is the major radius. This insta
bility criterion can be reformulated in terms of a criticalhe

5Ln /LTe
if the density gradient is sufficiently steep.~This is

,

.

4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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why ETG modes are sometimes calledhe modes.! Because
of k'r i@1 the ion response is almost adiabatic. Con
quently, ETG modes do not drive significant ion therm
momentum, or particle transport.

Assuming a perfect isomorphism between ITG and E
turbulence3 in a deuterium plasma, the ETGxe;re

2v te /Ln

[DETG is smaller than the ITGx i;r i
2v t i /Ln by a factor of

60 for comparable deviations from criticality. It was foun
experimentally1,2 that within an ITB, LTe

is very close to

LTe

crit . This result is difficult to reconcile with the isomorph

model since thexe that one obtains from ETG modes b
analogy with ITG modes is too small~particularly for the
higher-field TFTR discharges! to enforce marginality ofLTe

.

However, a central result of this paper is that there are
portant differences in thenonlinear dynamics of ETG and
ITG modes which break this isomorphism. Relaxing t
electrostatic and adiabatic assumptions leads to further
ferences.

An interesting development was triggered in 1978
Ohkawa9 ~see, e.g., Refs. 10–12!. General considerations o
electron dynamics along perturbed magnetic field lines
him to describe the anomalous electron heat transport by
formula xe;ds

2n te[D* , whereds5c/vpe is the collision-
less skin depth,n te5v te /qR is the electron transit frequency
andq is the safety factor. Because ofD* ;DETG/b, Ohka-
wa’s prediction forxe matches the experimentally observ
transport levels much better than the naive ETG estim
xe;DETG. Subsequently, it was proposed that various co
sionless electromagnetic microinstabilities could be
source of the magnetic fluctuations underlying Ohkaw
formula.13–17Particularly, it was shown that quasilinear es
mates for the turbulent transport due to collisionless elec
magnetic ETG modes yield scalings very similar to Okh
wa’s result.7,8,18 Physically, it was argued that ETG electro
heat transport is dominantly by magnetic flutter.

Early nonlinear simulations of ETG modes sugges
that a different physical process might be more importa
An electromagnetic Braginskii fluid model in two
dimensional unsheared slab geometry exhibited turbu
vortices with high elongation in the radial direction.19 These
‘‘streamers’’ were found to produceEÃB transport which
greatly exceeded the quasilinear estimates. General cons
ations of temperature-gradient-driven turbulence by Cow
et al. show that such elongated eddies are the most unst
and have the highest saturation amplitudes, even in the p
ence of magnetic shear.20 They further argue that the satur
tion of streamers is controlled by the nonlinear evolution
secondary instabilities.

A deeper understanding of ETG turbulence clearly
quires nonlinear electromagnetic simulations. The ETGxe

that we find is dominated by streamerEÃB convection and
turns out to be much larger than the isomorphic expectatio
and in fact large enough to be experimentally relevant, p
ticularly for the cases of Refs. 1 and 2.
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III. NONLINEAR GYROKINETIC SIMULATIONS

A. Model equations and numerical techniques

Our simulations are based on the electromagnetic n
linear gyrokinetic equation.21–25 This equation describes th
evolution of fluctuations which satisfy

h̃

F0
;

ef̃

T
;

Ãi

Br
;

B̃i

B
;

v

V
;

r

L
!1, kiL;k'r;1, ~1!

whereh̃ is the nonadiabatic part of the perturbed distributi
function, F0 is the equilibrium distribution function,f̃ and
Ãi are the perturbed parts of the electrostatic and para
vector potential,B̃i is the perturbed parallel magnetic field,B
is the equilibrium magnetic field,L is an equilibrium scale
length ~of density, temperature, or magnetic field!, and V
5eB/(mc) and r5v t /V are the cyclotron frequency an
thermal gyroradius of a given particle species with therm
velocity v t

25T/m and chargee. The simulations are per
formed in field-line-following coordinates using toroidal flu
tubes.20,26,27 In such coordinates, the nonlinear gyrokine
equation may be written as

S d

dt
1v ib•“1 ivdD h̃1S ]

]t
2 iv

*
T Dex̃

]F0

]e
50. ~2!

Here, the distribution functionF05F0(e,C) depends only
on the energye5mv2/2 and the flux surface labelC, where
C is the equilibrium poloidal magnetic flux enclosed by t
magnetic surface of interest. The total time derivative
given by dt5] t1(c/B)@ x̃,•# , where @•,•# is the Poisson
bracket. The perpendicular curvature and“B drifts are given
by vd5k'•BÃ(mv i

2b•“b1m“B)/(BmV), where m
5mv'

2 /(2B) and the fields are represented by

x̃5J0~g!S f̃2
v i

c
Ãi D1

J1~g!

g

mv'
2

e

B̃i

B
. ~3!

Here,g5k'v' /V andv
*
T 5n0c]CF0 , wheren0 is the tor-

oidal mode number of the perturbation. The self-consist
electromagnetic field fluctuations are computed from the
rokinetic Poisson–Ampe`re equations,

¹'
2 f̃54p(

s
eE dvFef̃

]F0

]e
1J0~g!h̃G , ~4!

¹'
2 Ãi52

4p

c (
s
E dvev iJ0~g!h̃, ~5!

B̃i

B
52

4p

B2 (
s
E dvmv'

2 J1~g!

g
h̃. ~6!

The Bessel functionsJ0 andJ1 arise because Eqs.~4–6! are
formulated in particle spacex, rather than in gyrocente
spaceR. We retain the Debye-shielding term¹'

2 f̃ in Pois-
son’s equation, since the electron Debye lengthlDe can be
comparable tore in laboratory fusion experiments. Howeve
we find that space charge physics has a significant effec
the simulation results only forlDe@re which is not satisfied
under typical tokamak conditions.
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We present simulation results from two independent p
allel codes, each based on the equations above, and
employing a fixed grid in five-dimensional phase space. B
codes include velocity–space collision operators which w
not used in this study. The first code~Gyrokinetic Electro-
magnetic Numerical Experiment,GENE! uses explicit finite-
difference methods of the upwind and predictor–correc
type. The code is second-order accurate in phase space
time, and shows excellent parallel performance. The a
rithm and parallelization strategy are similar to those use
the drift-kinetic Vlasov code described in Ref. 28. A line

combination ofh̃ and x̃ is advanced, to avoid difficulties
associated with the time derivative on the right-hand s
~RHS! of Eq. ~2!. The linear terms are treated by a Lax
Wendroff scheme,29 whereas the nonlinear advection term
computed according to a multidimensional upwind method30

Trapped particles andB̃i fluctuations are neglected in th
GENE simulations presented below.F0 is chosen to be a
Maxwellian depending~weakly! on the background densit
and electron temperature, and as magnetic geometry we
the ŝ-a model magnetohydrodynamic MHD equilibrium.31

The second code isGS2, a nonlinear generalization of
widely used gyrokinetic stability code.32 An operator split-
ting scheme is used, so that the linear terms@including Eqs.
~4!–~6!# may be treated implicitly. The nonlinear terms a
evaluated with a dealiased pseudospectral algorithm in
plane perpendicular to the field line. A second-order Adam
Bashforth scheme is used to advance the nonlinear term
time. Nonuniform coordinate meshes are used in velo
space to improve the resolution, particularly for the trappe
passing boundary. A small amount of upwind diffusion
typically used, only in the direction along the field line.
the absence of upwind diffusion, the algorithm is seco
order accurate in space and time. Good parallel performa
is achieved by employing multiple-domain decomposition
four of the five dimensions at all times.

In both codes, the Bessel functions~which represent the
gyroaverages! are evaluated in Fourier space. This guara
tees the applicability of the algorithms to arbitrary perpe
dicular length scales. This feature is very important for ET
computations that include ion dynamics. However, unl
stated otherwise, the ion response is assumed to be p
adiabatic. This assumption is reasonable as long ask'r i

@1, which is satisfied for realistic electron–ion mass rat
in simulations carried out in flux tubes with perpendicu
dimensionsLx ,Ly&r i . Typically we use 1–3re per grid
cell, 16–32 grid points per 2p along the parallel direction
50310 points in velocity space, and up to 105 time steps
which are dynamically adjusted in both codes.

We normalize the perpendicular spatial scales tore , the
parallel spatial scales toLn , and the time toLn /v te . The
fluctuating quantities are normalized by the appropriate e
librium values, with an additional scale factor that refle
the fundamental ordering. For example, the normalized fl

tuating potential and density are defined by (ueuf̃/Te)
3(Ln /r) and (ñ/n)(Ln /r). Conventional mixing-length ar-
guments predict that the normalized, steady-state turbu
fluctuations should be of order unity. In this case, the tur
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lent transport would be of orderxe;DETG, and xe

;(me /mi)
1/2x i!x i;r i

2v t i /Ln . Thus, if ETG and ITG tur-
bulence co-existed and were fully analogous,xe from ETG
could probably be neglected for most magnetic confinem
fusion plasmas.

B. Nonlinear simulation results

In the presence of electric and perpendicular magn
field fluctuations, the turbulent electron heat flux in the rad
direction ~denoted byx! is given by

Q5 K K me

2 E dv~vEx1v ibx!v
2 f̃ eL L , ~7!

where f̃ 5h̃1eJ0f̃]eF0 . There is an ‘‘electrostatic’’ com-
ponent due toEÃB convection and an ‘‘electromagnetic
component due to magnetic flutter. Here, the double ang
braces denote averaging over the entire simulation volu
We have performed a few sheared-slab ETG simulatio
with electrostatic gyrofluid~GRYFFIN!33 and electromagnetic
drift-kinetic28 codes. In this case, we find a typical~predomi-
nantly electrostatic! transport level ofxe;DETG. The toroi-
dal simulations are more interesting.

In the electrostatic limit, the equations describing ET
and ITG modes are the same~with the electron and ion roles
reversed!, except for one term: the ion response in ET
modes is purely adiabatic (n}f), while the electron re-
sponse in ITG modes is adiabatic with a vanishing flu
surface averaged component@n}(f2^f&)#.33,34The purely
adiabatic ion response in ETG modes inhibits saturation
allows higher transport. Figure 1 shows the magnitude of
effect, by comparing twoGS2 simulations in which only the
form of the response of the adiabatic species is chang
Pictured is the heat fluxQ @in units of (nT/Ln)r2v t /Ln#
versus time. The parameters areq51.4, ŝ50.8, R/LT

56.9, R/Ln52.2, Ti5Te , Zeff51, b50 ~electrostatic!, and
minor radiusr /R50.18 ~trapped particles!. The simulation
domain hadLx52Ly5100r, with Nx52Ny554 gridpoints
in the perpendicular directions, and 32 gridpoints along
field line. The average value of the lower curve correspo
to x52.5r2v t /Ln , which is in good agreement with estab
lished gyrokinetic particle simulations.35 The larger transport
indicated by the upper curve motivates the present study

FIG. 1. The density response of the flux-surface averaged component a
transport strongly. The upper curve hasn}f, and the lower curve hasn
}(f2^f&).
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In Fig. 2, electromagnetic ETG results fromGENE are
shown. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 1, excea
50.45 ~b is chosen accordingly!. The simulation domain is
larger (Lx54Ly5256re) and better resolved (Dx5Dy
5re). The steady-state transport corresponds toxe

;60 DETG. For both GENE and GS2, choosingLx5Ly in
single-species runs results in nonsaturating streamer tr
port for typical tokamak parameters. This effect is explain
in Sec. IV, where we identify the physical saturation mec
nisms.

Of course, the real ion response is not exactly adiaba
and the departure from adiabaticity is expected to be imp
tant. The turbulent electron heat flux for a two-species
from GENEis shown in Fig. 3. The physics parameters are
same as in Fig. 2, except nonadiabatic ions withmi /me

51000 are included, and the box dimensions are increase
Lx5Ly5400 re with Dx5Dy53re . The ion temperature
gradient wasR/LTi

50.55, which is below the ITG critica
gradient. With nonadiabatic ions, we find saturating turb
lence even withLx /Ly51 if wavenumbers smaller tha
k'r i;1 are included. The resulting electron heat and p
ticle transport is characterized byxe;60 DETG and D/xe

;0.005.
Figure 4, showing characteristicf̃ contours in the out-

boardx-y plane att5180 of the run shown in Fig. 2, revea
that the high transport levels are associated with stream
These radial flows are potentially able to transport plasma
and down the temperature gradient very effectively. To
tually be effective, however, there must be a phase shift
tween potential and temperature fluctuations. Figure 5 sh
the probability distributionP(ky ,ap) for the ky components

FIG. 2. Heat flux for an electromagnetic, single-species ETG simula
employing a radially elongated simulation box withLx54 Ly5256re .

FIG. 3. Heat flux for an electromagnetic, two-species ETG simulation.
physics parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 except for a mass rati
mi /me51000.
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of f and Te fluctuations having a given relative phaseap

P@2p,p#. The maximum ofP(ky ,ap) occurs for modes
with ky;0.2 andap;p/3, yielding a large heat transport i
the radial direction.

We also investigated the behavior ofQ in ŝ-a space
holding the other physical parameters constant atq51.4,
Ln /R50.45, LTe

/R50.15, andTe /Ti51. The qualitative
results from more than 20 single-species simulations with
GENE code are summarized in Fig. 6.~Note that becausea
52q2Rb8 is proportional tob, we varied both parameter
simultaneously.! Generally, one observes that for higha and
low ŝ the transport is reduced to low levels (Q;20) and that
streamers are absent. This corresponds to plasma param
characteristic of ITB’s in ‘‘advanced’’ tokamaks, and of hig
confinement mode~H-mode! pedestals~particularly if boot-
strap currents are taken into account36!. Interestingly, the
transition region between these two regimes is relatively n
row; e.g., a change ofa by some 10% can cause a larg
change in the transport. For points within the transition
gion, the transport exhibits bursty behavior. The depende
of Q on these parameters is also seen withGS2.

To evaluate the impact of different finite-b effects on the
ETG system, we repeated the run shown in Fig. 2, keep
Shafranov shift modifications of the magnetic geometry
neglecting electromagnetic effects on the dynamics. In
case, we obtained a much lower transport level. Switch
off only the nonlinear magnetic flutter terms was also sta
lizing. These results indicate that Fig. 6 cannot be explai
in terms of geometry effects alone.@Our results are consis
tent with the idea that magnetic flutter nonlineariti
~stresses! tend to suppress the secondary Kelvin–Helmho

n

e
of

FIG. 4. Characteristicf̃ contours in the outboardx-y plane. This snapsho
was taken att5180 of the run shown in Fig. 2. Positive and negati
fluctuations are drawn, respectively, with solid and dashed lines.

FIG. 5. Probability distributionP(ky ,ap) for the ky components off and
Te fluctuations having a given relative phaseapP@2p,p#. The dominant
modes haveky;0.2 andap;p/3.
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instability37 ~discussed in Sec. IV A!.# It is crucial to note
here that for all our runs performed in the low-beta regi
(b&10%) the electron heat flux is essentially electrosta
This is found even when the peak of the fluctuation spectr
lies close tok'ds . The quasilinear calculations mentioned
Sec. II therefore do not explain our nonlinear simulation
sults.

IV. DISCUSSION

There are five significant differences between ITG a
ETG turbulence.~1! The responses of the ITG electrons a
ETG ions differ. ~2! Zonal flow physics differs becaus
shielding of ~turbulent! sources varies strongly with radia
wavenumber.~3! Magnetic flutter physics differs because
the disparate velocities of electrons and ions along the fi
lines.~4! Magnetic well physics differs because the dispar
in gyroradii allows self-dug wells at short wavelengths.~5!
ETG instabilities can themselves be driven unstable by p
turbed radial electron temperature gradients which mi
arise from longer-wavelength turbulence. Less signific
differences include the role of Debye-scale physics.

Conclusive results regarding item~5! require computa-
tional resources that should become available within a y
or two. While we have not investigated the difference in t
magnetic well physics@item ~4!# numerically, this difference
is not difficult to appreciate. Fork'r i@1, the ion contribu-
tion to the RHS of Eq.~6! is neglible. As a result, the com
bination ofv

*
T B̃i and the term}mbÃ“B•“h̃ fails to pro-

duce pure curvature in the vorticity equation@which can be
derived from Eq.~2!#, and thus magnetic wells associat
with the ion pressure gradient can help stabilize sh
wavelength instabilities such as the ETG mode. Item~3! has
not been explored adequately in the long-wavelength~ITG!
limit, so that comparisons of ITG and ETG magnetic flut
physics would be premature. Nevertheless, we note that
results in this regard are consistent with Ref. 37. The m
significant effects are items~1! and ~2!, to which we now
turn.

A. Streamer breakup

We find that the most important nonlinear process in
electrostatic toroidal simulations~for typical parameters! is
the secondary Kelvin–Helmholtz~KH! instability which is

FIG. 6. Qualitative behavior ofQ in ŝ-a space as observed in more than 2
numerical simulations~denoted by the symbol% !. The physical parameter
wereq51.4, Ln /R50.45, LTe

/R50.15, andTe /Ti51.
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driven by the shear in the poloidal electric field of a stream
Other secondary instabilities appear to be stabilized by
shear in the poloidal electric field. The perpendicular K
instability leads directly to streamer breakup, zonal flow ge
eration, and saturation.

To quantify these ideas, we consider generic electrost
streamer dynamics, leaving normalizations in this section
specified. For either species, integrating Eq.~2! over velocity
and considering only the nonlinear terms yields] tn1@f̄,n#
50, where the bar overf indicates the gyroaverage. Th
density in this equation is the density of guiding centers, a
not ~necessarily! the total density. Here, it is sufficient t
considerf̄5f. Although the resulting normalizations diffe
this choice corresponds both to the smallTi /Te limit for
ITG, and to thek're!1;k'lD limit for ETG.

Consider the fate of small perturbations of a domina
streamer, which is an exponentially growing eddy that h
kx50, and a single finiteky . Linearizing around the streame
‘‘equilibrium,’’ f 5 f (0)(y)1d f (x,y) for f 5(f,n). We are
interested in the dynamics of the instability, which imply th
the perturbation will evolve on the time scale of the strea
er’s growth. Small KH perturbations evolve according to

gKH dn2 ikx dnfy
(0)1 ikxdfny

(0)[gdn1 ikxdfny
(0)50,

~8!

where g5g2 ikxfy
(0) . In general, numerical solutions ar

required to find the fastest-growing KH perturbation.
some limits, one can find analytical solutions. Before cons
ering ETG or ITG modes, let us consider an artificial dens
response,n}¹'

2 f, which when substituted into Eq.~8! gen-
erates the basic KH instability. The reason for this cho
will become clear. Then, Eq.~8! may be written as
]y@g2]yG#52kx

2g2G, where G5df/g. In the long-
wavelength limit (]yy@kx

2), the LHS vanishes ifG is inde-
pendent ofy. That is, to zeroth order, the long-waveleng
KH mode is independent ofy. Averaging over one poloida
wavelength of the primary mode, one findsgKH

5221/2kxkyf
(0). There is no instability forkx>ky . Numeri-

cal solutions show that perturbations which satisfykx

;0.6 ky are most unstable.
The secondary instability becomes relevant when it c

overtake the primary instability:gKH*g l . In this case, the
saturation amplitude scales likefsat

(0);g l /k'
2 . The KH insta-

bility bends the streamer; a component of this bent strea
is sheared zonal flow. In the presence of streamer-domin
turbulence, this is the basic dynamical mechanism wh
leads to exponentially growing zonal flows. A quasi-sta
component of this burst of zonal flow is unshielded@see Sec.
IV C#, and thus is particularly likely to contribute to the reg
lation of the fluctuations.

Armed with these qualitative insights, we turn to th
ETG and ITG limits. It is instructive to consider three diffe
ent relationships between the guiding center density and
potential.

Case 1: n}f. In this case,19 the nonlinear term van-
ishes, so the secondary KH instability is eliminated. T
streamers grow to large amplitude, since the sheared fl
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~which would otherwise be KH unstable! stabilize other sec-
ondary instabilities. For I/ETG turbulence, this assumption
unphysical.

Case 2: n}(12¹'
2 )f. This is the ETG case. The term

proportional tof is the adiabatic ion response, which com
from the highk'r i limit of Eq. ~4!. The presence of this term
strongly suppresses KH instabilities at long wavelengths.
ing the fastest growing mode~found numerically!, one finds
fsat

(0);g l /k'
4 .

Case 3: n}@(12¹'
2 )f2^f&#. This is the ITG case.33,34

Here,^f& is the flux-surface average off which may depend
uponx, so that@f,^f&# does not vanish. This term remove
the long-wavelength suppression of the KH instability fou
in Case 2. For such wavelengths, the basic KH instability
recovered. The normalized saturation amplitude is predic
to be onlyfsat

(0);g l /k'
2 , which is well below the ETG pre-

diction, for typical values ofk';0.120.3.
We believe this is why ETG turbulence exhibits strea

ers, and thus saturates at higher normalized levels than
turbulence. In fact, in a square simulation domain,
longest-wavelength streamers are not KH unstable; th
streamers generally fail to saturate.

Parenthetically, we note that Case 2 appears in the
erature in the Hasegawa–Mima~HM! equation,38 and as the
Frieman–Chen toroidal generalization of the HM~FCHM!
equation.22 The HM and FCHM equations do not correct
describe nonlinear streamer dynamics in the limit in wh
they were derived, because^f& is not included. However
the HM and FCHM equations may be reinterpreted to co
spond correctly to the limitk'r i@1.

B. Advanced tokamak regime

The interplay of streamers and secondary KH instab
ties does not explain the results shown in Fig. 6. The
vanced tokamak, low transport level regime arises from
different mechanism which is also dominant in sheared s
simulations.

Our simulations are carried out in the twisted ed
framework20,26 whose field-line coordinates we denote
(x,y,z). The relationship of these coordinates to (r ,u,f) is
described in Refs. 20, 26, 27. Here, it is enough to know t
~1! in a tokamak with a sheared magnetic field, a mode w
kx50 is a mode which haskr50 on the outboard midplane
and that~2! in a sheared slab, thekx’s are degenerate.

Our simulation results are consistent with the followi
qualitative model, which is closely related to ideas in Re
20 and 37. In the sheared slab, there is no preferred valu
kx , so streamers do not arise linearly. Also, since the lin
frequency is independent ofkx for eachky , the nonlinear
interactions are strong. That is, a nonlinear interaction t
that scales liketNL;(v82v9)21 for two Fourier modes
with differentkx8 andkx9 is large. This strong nonlinear inter
action directly drives zonal flows at all values ofkx . Conse-
quently, the fluctuations saturate at a low level. Convers
for typical tokamak parameters (ŝ;1,a,1), modes with
kx50 have the largest growth rates. Curvature introdu
strong dispersion in the linear frequencyv(kx) for eachky .
These properties inhibit the direct drive of zonal flows, a
s
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enhance streamer formation. In this case, streamer dyna
is paramount. For toroidal parameters characteristic of
barrier region of ‘‘advanced’’ tokamaks~i.e., largea, small
or negative magnetic shear!, there is a widening region o
nearly degeneratekx’s aroundkx50. As a result, advanced
tokamak microturbulence resembles sheared-slab micro
bulence~streamers inhibited, zonal flows enhanced!.

C. Linear zonal flow physics

Zonal flows arise from radially varying perturbations
f̃ that satisfyb•“f̃50. They are driven~and damped! by
turbulent fluctuations, and in turn tend to reduce the fluct
tions. For toroidal ITG turbulence, the importance of the
dynamics were emphasized first by Hammettet al.34 Re-
cently, Rosenbluth and Hinton~RH! pointed out that in the
presence of trapped ions, and in the absence of collisi
long-wavelength (k'r i!1) turbulence-driven zonal flows
are not fully shielded~damped! by linear plasma dynamics
and that this is likely to be important for collisionless, ele
trostatic ITG turbulence.39 Here, we note that the RH un
damped flows areenhancedat short wavelengths. Figure
shows the undamped component of a unit perturbation of̃
vs krre for a plasma composed of deuterium and electro
with lDe /re50. The lower curve shows the response f
r /R50 ~no trapped particles!. The upper curve correspond
to r /R50.18 andq51.4. The long-wavelength residual
the value predicted by RH.39 Perturbations withkrr i@1 are
not damped by the ions. There is a trapped electron
analog at medium wavelengths. Perturbations withkrre@1
are not damped at all.

However, density fluctuations at short wavelength ge
erate weaker zonal flows. Forkrr i!1, a given density fluc-
tuation ^ñ& corresponds to a largê f̃&, since ^f̃&
}^ñ&/(krr i)

2, whereas forkrr i@1@krre , one finds^f̃&
}^ñ&. Thus, including nonadiabatic ions enhances zo
flows. As long as wavenumbers below the knee atkrr i;1
are retained in the simulation, multiple-species ETG simu
tions readily saturate. Without including these wavenumb
nonsaturating streamers are observed. We have not inv

FIG. 7. Unshielded component of unit electrostatic potentialf̃(krre). The
lower curve hasr /R50 ~no trapped particles!. The upper curve hasr /R
50.2 andq51.4. ETG modes may be sensitive to the rapidly changing p
of the curve aroundk'r i;1.
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gated the implied inverse scaling ofxe with me /mi in
multiple-species ETG runs, so we can only regard the fl
shown in Fig. 3 as indicative of the final, fully converge
simulation results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out electromagnetic, gyrokinetic sim
lations of ETG turbulence. These simulations show that
perimentally relevant electron thermal transport (xe

;60re
2v te /Ln) can arise from short-wavelength ETG turb

lence, for typical tokamak parameters (ŝ;1, low a). For
advanced tokamak parameters (ŝ&0, higha! ETG transport
can be reduced by an order of magnitude, roughly to
level found in nonlinear sheared-slab ETG simulations. T
transport is predominantly electrostatic in nature in all ca
studied.

We presented a qualitative model to explain these
sults. Large ETG transport is associated with the presenc
streamers. Once formed, the breakup of a streamer is d
mined by secondary perpendicular Kelvin–Helmholtz~KH!
instabilities. In the absence of the KH instabilities, no oth
secondary instabilities can overcome the strong polo
shear of the streamer. The secondary KH instability is se
tive to the details of the response of the nearly-adiab
species. This sensitive dependence of streamer dynami
qualitatively consistent with simulations showing that t
~normalized! ETG fluctuations are much larger than the
ITG counterparts. For advanced tokamak paramet
streamer formation is inhibited and zonal flows are direc
driven. In this case, low transport is observed.

There are many avenues available for further explo
tion. For example, it would be useful to quantify further t
differences among the low and high ETG transport regim
and locate the boundary depicted in Fig. 6 for general to
mak geometry. We also wish to parametrize the depende
of xe on equilibrium quantities. The extent to which ions c
dig a magnetic well for ETG modes is an important issue
low aspect-ratio tokamaks, which are expected to have s
stantial ion pressure gradients because of velocity sh
stabilization.40 Finally, the interaction between ETG turbu
lence and ITG or trapped electron turbulence needs to
studied.
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